Abstract-Statistical inference procedures are considered when less complete prior information is available than usually considered. For the purposes of this paper, the prior information is taken to be the specification of a set of probability measures 9. With any one prior probability measure the corresponding Bayes' estimate may be found; the recommended inference procedure when a whole set of prior probabilities %? is available is to find the whole set of estimates corresponding to 9 -this is called the set of feasible estimates 0. The procedure is shown to have some justification on philosophical grounds. Practical justification is also given in that finding 0 is computationally feasible in partjcular cases-those cases investigated here include median, minimum mean square error (MMSE), and maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION T HE general aim of this paper is to investigate statistical inference procedures when, prior to experimental measurement, only a certain amount of information is known about the outcome of some event. In the sequel, this vagueness in a priori knowledge will be called partial prior information, following Blum and Rosenblatt [l] , and subsequently Zacks [2] . More specifically, by partial prior information we shall mean the specification of a set 'Y of probability measures on some basic set of parameters 0 with an underlying u-field @. We shall stipulate below some forms that the specification of ?? may take.
Any statistical inference procedure is based on an experimental sample; for our purposes we assume that the sample x is an element of a probability space (X, 3) with a probability density function (conditioned on the unknown parameter 6) p(xlB) with respect to some u-finite measure p(x). Given a prior probability measure P on 0, the marginal density (with respect to p) of the sample is p(xjP) = jop(x)8) dP. From a Bayesian viewpoint, once x has been observed the quantity of interest is the conditional probability measure induced on (0, a), i.e., the posterior probability Q( . Ix) determined by Q(4x) = sAp(xI@ dVpW% for allA E @.
(14 Corresponding to the partial prior information '$' we have, Manuscript received April 24, 1980; revised December 21, 1982. after x is observed, the partial posterior information 2(x), which is the set of all posterior probabilities of the form (1.1) as P ranges over 9.
We adopt a Bayesian decisionmaking outlook and attempt to minimize the posterior risk of decision d, given a prior P and sample x, as given by J+4x, P) = k@, d) dQ,
( 1.2) where c( ., a) is some given cost function and Q is the posterior corresponding to P. The Bayes' estimate of f3 is defined, not necessarily uniquely, by 6(x, P) = arg d%R(dlx, P).
(1.3)
Now the question arises as to what should be done when the prior P is not known, but partial prior information 9 is available. If either the sample x gives a high resolution of 8, as in large sample situations, or the partial prior information '?i' is very precise, then it may well be reasonable to choose a representative P E $P either arbitrarily or according to some ad hoc rule (e.g., minimax), and use this P in (1.3) to obtain an estimate. On the other hand the set of Bayes' estimates as P ranges over 9, as given by 6(x, 9) = {6(x, P): P E G?}, (1.4) may be too large or too dispersed for a single-point estimate to be sufficiently representative of the current (vague) state of knowledge. We therefore advocate finding G,( x, 9) as, at least, a preliminary step in making statistical inferences given partial prior information. If $ is not too dispersed, a single-point estimate will suffice; otherwise we should be cautious in our inferences. The purpose of this paper is to exhibit the practical feasibility of finding the set of estimates 6 in a number of cases which we now outline. Section II deals with the case when 0 L I%! and the cost function c(t9, d) is convex in d;
. an important case covered here is median estimation. Section III looks at generalized minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimation, where an arbitrary weighting function is attached to the quadratic costs. The major result in both of these sections is that 6 is convex when '?? is, and computationally attractive methods for finding 6 are described. The particular form we have in mind here for 5' is when it is given by linear inequalities:
0018-9448/83/0900-0688$01.00 01983 IEEE where I is an arbitrary index set and eachf, is a function to be specified. Such inequalities may arise through specifying ranges for the probability of different subsets of 0 or for the mean and higher moments of 0. With partial prior information of the form of (1 S) the methods of Sections II and III only require the solution of (generalized) linear programs.' In Section IV we investigate maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation and once again describe a usable scheme for finding 6 given a particular form for 9. An example using a MMSE criterion is presented in Section V; the example is extended to enable us to comment on the possible consistency of 0.
We should emphasize that this paper does not explicitly look at procedures for finding 6,(x, '?) when $? comprises a class of prior probabilities with given functional form, e.g., a subset of the conjugate prior distributions (Raiffa and Schlaifer [4] ) corresponding to ~(~18). In such cases analytical expressions for the Bayes' estimates are often available and the task of finding 6 is likely to be computationally feasible. Our intention is to cover situations where the prior information is, in some sense, more vague.
Previous work of relevance includes work by the authors [5] in which the parameter set was finite; the concept of a feasible set of decisions was introduced there and a linear programming approach was adopted for finding this set when $? was given by linear inequalities. The contribution of the current paper is the generalization of this framework to arbitrary 0 which thus requires the introduction of probability measures rather than discrete probabilities. We believe the major interest here is the feasibility of actually finding 0 even when 0 is not discrete, as demonstrated in Section II-V.
Other works of interest include treatises devoted to, or touching on, the philosophy of probability and statistical inference, such as Lucas [6] , Barnard and Cox [7], de Finetti [8] , Savage [9] , Ramsay [lo] , and Fine [ 111. More to the point, the following deal specifically with partial prior information in one way or another. Blum and Rosenblatt [l] use the term in the same sense as we do; Hodges and Lehmann .[ 121 have considered expressing a degree of confidence in a probability P; Kudo [ 131 considered partial prior information as the specification of the probabilities of the sets of a finite partition of 0; Kashyap [14] has considered prior information given by linear inequalities on the probabilities. Skibinsky and Cote [ 151 have looked at examples demonstrating that the existence of prior information affects our inferences. Given a set of probability measures $i', there do exist systematic criteria for choosing a representative P E ??. In conjunction with assignments (Jaynes [16] , [17] ) and the principle of minimax average uncertainty (Kashyap [ 141, Johnson [ 181, [ 191) .
II. CONVEXCOSTS-SCALARCASE
We look now at the situation when the parameter set 0 is a subinterval of the real line and when the cost function c ( 8, d) is convex in the estimate d for a given parameter 8. It will be shown that the set of feasible estimates is a subinterval of the real line, provided the prior information ?? is convex. The main purpose of this section is to describe a computationally attractive method by which the endpoints of 6 may be found-the method involves a line search (with convergence guaranteed) with, at each step of the search, a sign test of the supremum of a linear functional on '5'. We mention that the results of this section specialize to median and MMSE estimation, although the latter is covered in a better way in the next section.
Since c( 8, d) is convex in d, it immediately follows from (1.2) that R(dJx, P) is also convex in d. We denote the left and right derivatives of R with respect to d, by a-R and FR, respectively, (existence is guaranteed by convexity). The following intuitively reasonable lemma mimics to a certain extent one of deGroot and Rao [20] and will not be proved here. In order to preserve the simplicity of Lemma 1 while allowing the possibility of a Bayes' estimate occurring at the boundary of the set of possible estimates 0, we henceforth assume that 0 is a~subinterval of Iw and 8-R is defined to be -cc at the left end point of 0 and similarly a+R = + cc at the right endpoint.
Lemma I: Given x and P, 8 is a Bayes' estimate if and only if a-R(fqx, P) < 0 < a+R(lqx, P). w From (1.2) R is a linear functional of the posterior Q. For our present purposes we shall find it more convenient to work with the following linear functional on the prior P:
It is evident from (1.1) and (1.2) that S is, for each P, a scaled version of the risk R, and it follows that Lemma 1 is valid with S replacing R in (2.1). Furthermore, S is also convex in d whenever c is.
6(x, 9) = {d: a-S(dlx, P) < 0 < a+S(dlx, P) for some P E T}. Proof: An immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 0
Bayes' estimation the most natural criterion is possibly The following lemma gives an alternative, and practiminimax in which a least favorable measure is selected-see tally useful, sufficient condition for membership of 6,. Blum and Rosenblatt [I] . Other methods revolve around Lemma 2: If $? is convex and d is such that information theoretic ideas, and include maximum entropy a-fmlx, P,) 2 0 > a+S(djx, P]) (2.3) ' It is possible to show that 9' is closed in the topology of weak convergence (Billingsley [3] ) if each of the f, in (1 S) is upper semjcontinufor some PO, P, E 9, then d E 6. ous and bounded above, and 9' is compact if, further, at least one of thef, decreases without bound as $5'11
Proof We separate the proof into two cases: + co. The point is that with 9 compact, any continuous linear functional will attain its supremum on 9. vex function is always less than or equal to the right (upper) semicontinuous in d, whence it follows that M(m) derivative, in this case ZS( d Ix, P,) d 0 and so d E 0 is also increasing and lower (upper) semicontinuous. De-(by Corollary 1). fine FS(d Ix, P,) < 0. In this case, we can meaningfully define 19, = inf {d: M(dlx) > O}, (2.6)
19, = sup{d: m(dlx) < O}.
(2.7) and P = (1 -A)P,, + AP,, for which we will find dis With the following series of claims, we shall see that, for the corresponding estimate. most practical purposes, 0, and 8, are the endpoints of 6.
Since evidently A E [0, l), P E '? . Also
Claim 1: e, G 8,.
a-S(dlx, P) Proof:
by definition of A, for all P E 9 , by (2.4),
Similarly, d+S(dlx, P) > 0, whence d E 6. 0 * foralldc e,, a+S(dlx, P) < 0, for all P E 9 , by convexity of S in d, This lemma gives us a hint as to how to proceed in finding 6,. For a given d, we search for PO, P, in '?? satisfying (2.3)-note though that if the search is not successful, one cannot claim that d is not a feasible estimate.
The following theorem facilitates our characterization of the set of feasible estimates.
Theorem I: If 9' is convex, 6 is a subinterval of R.
Proof: Suppose d,, d, E 6. We shall show that the interval [d,, d,] c 6, whence the theorem follows.
From Corollary 1 3P,,, P, E '?? with
Fix d E (d,, d,) . It follows from a property of convex functions3
by (2.5),
by (2.7). The main import of this theorem is that the set of for all d < 0,, then (e,, 8,) c 0.
feasible estimates is characterized by its endpoints, i.e., the Proof: An immediate consequence of Claim 4. 0 search is restricted to one for two points rather than the whole set.
Claim 6: If LIP,, E G? with i3'S(e,,]x, PO) > 0 and 3P, E
We now define 9 with a-S(B,]x, P,) G 0 then 6 = [e,, e,]. some PO, P, in 9.
It is evident from the above claims that in most practical cases the determination of 0 only requires finding f&, 8,. The method for doing so is basically the one which was hinted at by Lemma 2. In the following we will outline the method with some emphasis being placed on its potential computational simplicity. We concentrate on &-the method for 8, being precisely analogous. Given any d, we can test whether d 2 0, or d < 0, by attempting the maximization of a-S(dlx, P) over 9 as in (2.4). If at some stage of the maximization process, we find a P with a-S(d(x, P) > 0, then d > 6,. Otherwise we must complete the maximization and find M(dlx). If M(dlx) < 0, d < 8, and if M(dJx) = 0, d > 0,. By doing a line search on d following any of the usual techniques (e.g., Luenberger [21]) we can determine 8, as precisely as required. In fact this line search should be quite efficient because M(dlx) is monotone (thus guaranteeing convergence) and where it is attained by some P E 9 , it is usually possible to obtain derivative information with relative ease (as explained below).
The basic method for finding 6 has been outlined above and some computational features will now be highlighted. As mentioned above, the line search for the endpoints of 0 should be efficient. From (2.2) we see that S is a linear functional of P whence d-S, PS are also linear functionals of P. Therefore the optimizations of (2.4), (2.5) involve the maximization of linear functionals over 9. When 9' is given by linear inequalities of the form (1.5) generalized linear programming techniques may be brought to bear on the problem as mentioned in Section I. It would appear at first sight that the calculation of 8-S for each P requires an integration with respect to P followed by a differentiation with respect to d which would be computationally complex. Fortunately, because of the monotonicity of a-c, under very mild integrability conditions, the differentiation may be performed under the integral a-S(dlx, P) = / a-c(8, d)p(xle) dP, 0 and presumably an analytical expression will be available for the integrand. 
III. QUADRATIC COSTS
One of the specializations in the previous section was to MMSE estimation for the scalar case, when the cost function is ]e -dl'. In this section we allow a parameter set 0 with elements in R" and consider costs of the form c(e, d) = w(e)lje -dj12.
(3-l) (Here, w(e) > 0 is an arbitrary weighting function.) With quadratic costs of the form (3.1), it is well known (Zacks [2] ) that the Bayes' estimate is &x7 p) = ~,C~~(~)i~l/~,[~(~)i~l = J ew(e+ie) dp// w(ebbw dp 8 8 = pw(e) dQ/j)(e) dQ> (3.2) where Q is the posterior probability (given x) corresponding to P. It will be shown that when 9 is convex, the set of feasible estimates is convex. For the scalar case we formulate a method for determining each of the endpoints of 6 which is superior to the method for general convex costs given in Section II. Using this scalar method, we will finally develop a method for finding any number of supporting hyperplanes of 6 in the vector case; with these supporting hyperplanes we can specify 6 to any desired degree of accuracy. First we derive the general convexity result.
Theorem 2: '?? is convex * 6(x, 9') is convex.
Proof: '9 is convex implies g(x) is convex (see Theorem 4 in the Appendix). Now choose any Q,, Q, E 9(x) and define Qh = (1 -A)Q, + hQ, for X E [0, 11: Since 2(x) is convex, Qx E 2(x). Let 6, be the Bayes' estimate corresponding to Qh, as given by When 0 is a scalar parameter set, the above result says 6 is an interval. The problem of finding the endpoints of this interval, 0, and 8,, is particularly simple. Clearly define, for A E & and given x, R(A) = ptA)/j~w(~hhi~) dp.
It follows easily from (3.2) that (3.5)
'&, P) =~wte)PtXle) dR, (3.6) which is a linear functional of R. In a manner similar to Theorem 4 of the Appendix, we can show that the set 9,(x) of all measures R, corresponding to priors P E 9 , is convex when 9 is. In summary, when the partial prior information 9 is convex, the endpoints of the interval of MMSE estimates 0, as given by (3.3), (3.4), may be found by optimizing the linear functional (3.6) of R over the convex set a(x). Furthermore, when 9, is given by linear inequalities of the form (1.5), it may be shown4 that ?R (x) is also defined by linear inequalities. It follows that the optimizations of (3.3), (3.4) may be performed using linear programming techniques. When 0 is a vector parameter set, and 'G? is convex, the set of feasible estimates 6 is convex and thus determined (except for its boundary) by all of its supporting hyperplanes. Let us suppose we wish to find the supporting hyperplane with normal vector #. To do this we need to find
The supporting hyperplane is then determined by the equation JITe = a+,, and 6 is completely contained in the half space #T0 G a+,. We do not know 6 explicitly so we cannot use (3.7) directly to find a+. Instead, we can find +, by performing a linear functional optimization over a(x) as suggested by (3.6), (3.7): a+ = SUP /#ToW(e)p(Xld) dR.
(3.8) REB(X) @ As before, linear programming techniques apply when 9 is given by linear inequalities. With (3.8) we can findP+ for any number of directions 4 and therefore specify 0 with arbitrary accuracy.
IV. MAP ESTIMATION
Besides MMSE and median estimation, the other most common form of Bayes' estimation procedures is maximum a posteriori estimation. Actually the MAP estimate is not strictly a Bayes' rule but a limit of Bayes' rules (Ferguson [22] , Zacks [2] ) with costs c(e, d) = 1, for 118 -dll > E; 0, for 118 -dll G E, where we take the limit E + 0. For the purposes of this section we will find it necessary to assume that '9 is dominated by Lebesgue measure and, hence, that each 4We prove the analogous result for 2(x) in Theorem 5 of the Appendix.
feasible prior probability P in 9 can be represented by a probability density a(@, i.e., for all A E @, P(A) = /A a( 8) de. Henceforth, we shall loosely refer to the density functions as members of 9. Now, for a given 7~ E '9' the corresponding posterior probability density is and the (not necessarily unique) MAP estimate is d( X, 7~) = arg F:;q( elx) = ug ~E.+wxi~).
(4.1)
If the partial prior information does not, at some point e,,, restrict the size of r(&,), then from (4.1), we see that any 0, could be made an estimate by choosing ~(0,) large enough. Hence, in conjunction with MAP estimation, it is natural to consider prior information where the prior densities are required to lie within some shadow region. For the rest of this section we shall restrict attention to such information, i.e., we assume that with the consistency condition /oa(@) de Q 1 G [o&B) de. Conditions will be stated below for a given 8 to be a feasible estimate and an efficient method for determining 6 will be described. Further results when regularity conditions are imposed on the prior densities have been noted elsewhere (Potter [23] ). Lemma 3: Suppose 9 is given by (4.2). For a given d, Thus d E 6. 0 Although this lemma gives us a simple test for the feasibility of each parameter taken individually, we can actually find 6 much more efficiently. Proof: First note that /pA(e) dB is increasing and continuous with X. Thus if jp,(t3) d8 < 1 we must be able to find a h with JpA(f3) de = 1. The rest of the proof is a straightforward application of Lemma 3. q 6,.
This theorem gives us a simple method for determining The required maximization for finding K is carried out and then, if /p, > 1, 4 has essentially been determined. Otherwise a line search is carried out to find X with jph dB = 1. Note that this search should be cause of the monotonicity of /px de with X. been found 6 is known and we are finished. efficient beOnce A has V. ANEXAMPLE The basis for the present example is an example of Skibinsky and Cote [ 151. Suppose it is known a priori that a certain coin manufacturing process is such that each time a coin is produced, there is at least an even chance that its probability of landing heads when tossed in some prescribed manner will be between 0.45 and 0.55. A coin is tossed n times and lands heads x times. We wish to infer, using a MMSE criterion, the probability 8 of the coin landing heads.
This information can be formulated in our framework: We know from Section III that the set of feasible MMSE estimates must be a subinterval of [0, 11. In fact, based on the footnote in Section I concerning the compactness of 9, we can state that 6(x, 9,) is closed, i.e., 6,(x, '9,) = [da, e,] for some @a, Table I . As one would intuitively expect, 6,(x, 9,) shifts to the right as x increases, and the size of 6 is smallest when x/n = 0.5, i.e., when the sample is most in accord with the partial prior information.
For statistical inference procedures consistency is a desirable property. For our present example it is reasonable to expect that, with increasing sample size n, the complete set of estimates 6 is asymptotically equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimate, d,, = x/n. In other words, the information provided by a large sample should overwhelm the prior information. However, for our example, 9, allows the assignment, inter alia, of probability one to any point in [0.45,0.55] . Consequently, for any size sample we will always have [0.45,0.55] c 6,(x, 9,) whence &I cannot be consistent. The reason for this lack of consistency is that 9, is too rich-it does not accurately reflect our prior knowledge.
Given that our prior knowledge includes an expectation of consistent behavior it is reasonable to enforce this through our specification of 9. According to Lindley [24] , under certain regularity conditions on p(xle), maximum likelihood and Bayes' estimators are asymptotically equivalent provided the prior probability P used for the Bayes' estimator assigns positive weight to any nonempty interval of 0. We should therefore ensure that each P E 9 has this property. We illustrate how 9, may be modified to achieve this aim for our example while preserving a linear pro- gramming approach. The modification procedure described is, however, of general applicability. Consider the partial prior information '9'* of the form 9* = 9, C {P: P = 0.99P, + O.Olh, for all P,}, (5.3) where P, is an unrestricted probability measure, and X is the uniform (Lebesgue) probability measure' over [0, 11. With TZ we are expressing only a 1 percent degree of confidence (c.f. Hodges and Lehmann [12] ) in the probability h, so we do not appear to have significantly changed our information in using 9J'* in place of $?i. Moreover, if $?i is convex, so is '?i?*. The effect on 6 for large samples is dramatic. By defining, for P E P2 with P, as in (5.3) for A E @, and given x, c.f. (3.5) it is easy to show that 8(x, P) is a linear functional of R, and that qZ may be expressed in terms of linear inequalities for R,. This implies that we only need solve linear programs (in R,) to obtain 0(x, TZ). The end points of 6(x, 'YZ) have been listed in Table II for increasing sample size n and sample x such that 6,, = x/n = 0.2 is fixed. Some comments are in order. For a small sample (n = 10, x = 2) 6(x, YZ) is not much different from 6(x, 9,). The remainder of our comments refer to qZ,. With increasing n the length of the interval 6 is decreasing. For small sample sizes 6 shifts to the left with increasing n, and tends to become more centered about e,, = 0.2. For larger n, 6 appears to converge on 8,, = 0.2. This example therefore illustrates the possibility of achieving consistent asymptotic behavior for the set of estimates. Of course, the rate of convergence to 6&r depends on our degree of confidence (1 percent in the above) in X. With small degree of confidence in X, i.e., a lower expectation of consistent behavior, convergence will be slower. 'Any probability measure X which would ensure the consistency of the corresponding Bayes' estimator would do.
The example of this section has illustrated the following general points. Most significantly, the results of Sections II or III tell us that the set of feasible estimates is an interval, so that it is sufficient to determine just the endpoints of this interval (via two straightforward linear programs). Secondly, if we expect the set of feasible estimates to be asymptotically consistent, it is possible to sensibly adjust the partial prior information to achieve such consistent behavior.
VI. CONCLUSION The concept of partial prior information 9 in relation to the occurrence of a parameter 8 belonging to an arbitrary set has been investigated. In conjunction with this, the set of feasible estimates 6 has been defined and shown to be of particular relevance to the problem of inferring what the true value of 8 is. The major contribution of this work is the development of practical techniques for finding 6. For median and MMSE estimation finding 6 involved maximizing linear functionals over 9, with an associated monotonic line search in the median case; when $7 is given by linear inequalities, generalized linear programming techniques may be brought to bear. For MAP estimation, all that was involved was the maximization of a function together with a straightforward line search. Through an example we noted that large sample consistency of 6 is achievable provided that the partial prior information reflects our prior expectation of such consistency. It should be mentioned that the ideas in this paper extend straightforwardly to sequential sampling situations. This has already been done by the authors [3] in the finite 0 case.
APPENDIX'
The purpose of this Appendix is to establish results connecting the structure of the prior information 9 with the structure of the posterior information 9(x). As in the main text of the paper we shall with no further comment make the assumption that p( x119) > 0 which merely serves to facilitate the exposition.
Theorem 4: 9 is convex -g(x) is convex.
Proof: Choose any P,,, P, E 9. For X E [0, I], define PA = (1 -X) PO + X P,. Since 9 is convex, P,, E 9. Let pA and Qh be, respectively, the marginal density of x and the posterior probability corresponding to the prior P,,. We show now that Q, E i.e., P E 9 . Also, for all A E a., / [ptxV)/pt4~)l dQ Q(A) = A j&txle)l-'dQ is a homeomorphism. Therefore given any two posteriors Q,, Q, E g(x), any convex combination of them, (1 -p)QO + PQ, for p E [0, I], must also be in 9(x). II
The above theorem holds when 9 is given by linear inequalities of the form (1.5). In this case however, we can do better and actually exhibit the linear inequalities which determine S%(x):
Theorem 5: If 9 = (P: /&Je) dP 3 0, i E I}, where I is an i.e., arbitrary index set, then 2(x> = (Q: &d%'Pewi dQ 2 0, i E I, and [,I
.j--b(xlW'dQ < m).
PI
Proof: We shall show first that if Q E 2(x) it must satisfy 131 the specified inequalities. Fix Q E 9(x); from (1. l), there exists P E 9 with Conversely, suppose Q is a probability measure satisfying the specified inequalities. We shall show that there exists P E C? for which Q is the corresponding posterior when Q E i%(x). Given Q [IhI satisfying the inequalities, define 
